
Don't interrupt that British study! 
Scientific research is necessary for autism
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The abrupt termination of the British study called Spectrum 10K, led by the
well-known scientist Simon Baron-Cohen of the University of Cambridge is due to
a wrong choice. It is due to the opposition of groups of people who, declaring
themselves on the autism spectrum, denounce their lack of involvement and the
uselessness of that research. They say “there is nothing to fix” in a condition
of which to be proud. This position imposes on us some profound, necessary and
important reflections. The fifth edition of the US Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, has brought together people with very different
functioning and support needs, under the autistic spectrum. They define three
severity scales, which correspond to extremely heterogeneous needs, both by type
of qualification needs, and for the percentage-relevant presence of important
comorbidities, including psychiatric ones.

ANGSA, the National Association of Parents for People with Autism, represents
parents and family members who protect people with autism; especially those who
are unable to represent themselves, in part or totally. On the contrary, the
people who interrupted the Spectrum 10K research, present themselves as proud of
their condition, arriving in extreme cases to define a claimed superiority over
the world of the typical, with frequent and controversial contributions in the
media.  These  statements  appear  ungenerous,  and  do  not  show  compassion  or
understanding towards those (and they are the majority) who suffer from the
condition of autism to the point of having compromised their quality of life;
often also their physical and mental health. These claiming individuals do not
even represent the entire community of people diagnosed with Asperger's, the
majority of whom instead admit the need for some form of support.

Respecting  the  different  opinions,  let  us  consider  the  people  who  define
themselves as "neuropeculars", and share their diversity with the richness of
biodiversity, capable of self-representation and very active. We think that they
are are not the people for whom we were born; they do not need our commitment to
the protection of rights. Our commitment is oriented towards the search for a
better future for people with particular difficulties which, albeit of varying
degrees, cannot be denied or ignored in the preparation of the Social and Health
Services they need.

In addition to this, we protect and support the needs of families severely
tested in their daily lives by a condition that today appears increasingly in
need of research to identify its causes; we are aware that this would probably
allow  us  to  gain  time  in  defining  subgroups,  towards  which  to  direct  any
rehabilitation approaches or pharmacological interventions.

It  is  a  wrong  choice  to  stop  this  Research,  conducted  by  world-renowned
scientists, for the remote fear on potential eugenic consequences. The Research
aims to study the genetic and environmental contributions to ASD; moreover they
are interested in concomitant conditions, such as epilepsy and intestinal health
problems,.  "If we  can understand  why these  concomitant conditions  are more
common in autistic people, it could open the door to treating or managing very
distressing symptoms," says Baron-Cohen.

Witness to the suffering of many families, including many with more than one
child on the spectrum, ANGSA can only invite all Researchers to overcome similar
positions, expressing their dissent.


